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MOTION FOR A EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT RESOLUTION

on the situation of sexual and reproductive health and rights in the EU, in the frame of women’s health
(2020/2215(INI))

The European Parliament,

-- having regard to Article 2 of the Treaty on European Union (TEU),

-- having regard to Articles 5, 6 and 168 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union,

-- having regard to the 1994 International Conference on Population and Development (ICPD) held in Cairo, its Programme of Action and the outcomes of its review conferences,

-- having regard to the Nairobi Statement on ICPD25 of 1 November 2019 entitled ‘Accelerating the Promise’ and to the national and partner commitments and collaborative actions that were announced at the Nairobi Summit,

-- having regard to the Beijing Platform for Action and the outcomes of its review conferences,

-- having regard to the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development which was adopted on 25 September 2015 and entered into force on 1 January 2016, and in particular to Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) 3, 5, 16 and the related indicators,

-- having regard to the 2017, 2018, 2019 and 2020 Contraception Atlases, which rank access to contraception in geographical Europe and highlight inequalities across the continent and the fact that the unmet need for contraception in some parts of Europe has gone largely unnoticed,


-- having regard to the Council of Europe Convention on preventing and combating violence against women and domestic violence (‘Istanbul Convention’),

-- having regard to Article 6 of the United Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (CRPD) of 3 May 2008,

-- having regard to the joint communication from the Commission and the High Representative of the Union for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy of 25 November 2020 entitled ‘EU Gender Action Plan (GAP) III: an ambitious agenda for gender equality and women’s empowerment in EU external action’ (JOIN(2020)0017),

-- having regard to its resolution of 26 November 2020 on the de facto ban on the right to abortion in Poland¹,

-- having regard to the decision of the CEDAW Committee of 28 February 2020 in the

¹ Texts adopted, P9_TA(2020)0336.
case S.F.M. v. Spain,

– having regard to the report of the Council of Europe’s Committee on Equality and Non-Discrimination of 25 September 2017 on promoting the human rights of and eliminating discrimination against intersex people,

– having regard to the report of the Council of Europe’s Committee on Equality and Non-Discrimination of 2 April 2015 on discrimination against transgender people in Europe,


– having regard to its resolution of 14 February 2019 on the rights of intersex people²,

– having regard to Regulation (EU) 2021/522 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 24 March 2021 establishing a Programme for the Union’s action in the field of health (‘EU4Health Programme’) for the period 2021-2027, and repealing Regulation (EU) No 282/2014³,

– having regard to the report of the European Institute for Gender Equality of 22 November 2019 entitled ‘Beijing +25: the fifth review of the implementation of the Beijing Platform for Action in the EU Member States’,

– having regard to the World Health Organization (WHO) Regional Office for Europe Action Plan for Sexual and Reproductive Health: Towards achieving the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development in Europe – leaving no one behind, which has three closely interlinked goals: ‘Enable all people to make informed decisions about their sexual and reproductive health and ensure that their human rights are respected, protected and fulfilled’, ‘Ensure that all people can enjoy the highest attainable standard of sexual and reproductive health and well-being’, and ‘Guarantee universal access to sexual and reproductive health and eliminate inequalities’,

– having regard to the European Network of the International Planned Parenthood Federation (IPPF EN) and the Federal Centre for Health Education (BZgA) report entitled ‘Sexuality Education in Europe and Central Asia: State of the Art and Recent Developments’,

– having regard to the IPPF EN Partner Survey: Abortion Legislation and its Implementation in Europe and Central Asia,

– having regard to the study entitled ‘The gendered impact of the COVID-19 crisis and post-crisis’, published by its Directorate-General for Internal Policies on 30 September 2020⁴,

– having regard to the UN Women policy brief of 9 April 2020 entitled ‘The Impact of COVID-19 on Women’,

– having regard to the UN report of 23 April 2020 entitled ‘COVID-19 and Human Rights: We are all in this together’,

– having regard to the UN Population Fund (UNFPA) report of 27 April 2020 entitled

‘Impact of the COVID-19 Pandemic on Family Planning and Ending Gender-based Violence, Female Genital Mutilation and Child Marriage’,

– having regard to the UNFPA statement of 28 April 2020 entitled ‘Millions more cases of violence, child marriage, female genital mutilation, unintended pregnancy expected due to the COVID-19 pandemic’,

– having regard to the European Women’s Lobby policy brief entitled ‘Women must not pay the price for COVID-19!’,

– having regard to the study by Professor Sabine Oertelt-Prigione entitled ‘The impact of sex and gender in the COVID-19 pandemic’, published on 27 May 2020,

– having regard to the WHO’s guidance entitled ‘Safe abortion: technical and policy guidance for health systems’,

– having regard to the WHO’s ‘Global strategy to accelerate the elimination of cervical cancer as a public health problem’,

– having regard to its resolution of 13 November 2020 on the impact of COVID-19 measures on democracy, the rule of law and fundamental rights,

– having regard to the European Parliamentary Forum for Sexual and Reproductive Rights (EPF) and IPPF EN joint report of 22 April 2020 entitled ‘Sexual and Reproductive Health and Rights during the COVID-19 pandemic’,

– having regard to Article 12 of the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights,

– having regard to general comment No 22 of the UN Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights of 2 May 2016 on the right to sexual and reproductive health,

– having regard to Articles 2, 7, 17 and 26 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights,

– having regard to general comment No 36 of the UN Human Rights Committee of 30 October 2018 on Article 6 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, on the right to life,

– having regard to the interim report of the UN Special Rapporteur of 3 August 2011 on the right of everyone to the enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of physical and mental health,

– having regard to the report of the UN Special Rapporteur of 4 April 2016 on the right of everyone to the enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of physical and mental health,

– having regard to the reports of the UN Special Rapporteur for Violence Against Women, its Causes and Consequences, including the report of 11 July 2019 on a human-rights-based approach to mistreatment and violence against women in reproductive health services with a focus on childbirth and obstetric violence,

– having regard to the WHO statement of 2015 on the prevention and elimination of disrespect and abuse during childbirth,

– having regard to the report of the Council of Europe’s Committee on Equality and Non-
Discrimination of 16 September 2019 on obstetrical and gynaecological violence,

– having regard to Council Directive 2004/113/EC of 13 December 2004 implementing the principle of equal treatment between women and men in the access to and supply of goods and services[^6],

– having regard to the report of the UN Working Group of 8 April 2016 on the issue of discrimination against women in law and in practice, presented at the 32nd session of the Human Rights Council in June 2016,

– having regard to Section II of the Report of the UN Working Group of 14 May 2018 on the issue of discrimination against women in law and practice,

– having regard to Section III of the Report of the UN Working Group of 8 April 2016 on the issue of discrimination against women in law and practice,

– having regard to the Report of the UN Special Rapporteur of 10 January 2019 on the situation of human rights defenders,


– having regard to the Joint Statement by the Council and the representatives of the governments of the member states meeting within the Council, the European Parliament, and the European Commission of 19 November 2018 entitled ‘The New European Consensus on Development: Our World, Our Dignity, Our Future’, in which the EU reaffirms its commitment to the promotion, protection and fulfilment of the right of every individual to have full control over, and decide freely and responsibly on matters related to their sexuality and sexual and reproductive health, free from discrimination, coercion and violence,

– having regard to its resolution of 14 November 2019 on the criminalisation of sexual education in Poland[^9],

– having regard to its resolution of 13 February 2019 on experiencing a backlash in women’s rights and gender equality in the EU[^10],

– having regard to its resolution of 14 February 2017 on promoting gender equality in mental health and clinical research[^11],

– having regard to the European Pact for Gender Equality (2011-2020), adopted by the Council on 7 March 2011,

– having regard to the Council Recommendation of 2 December 2003 on cancer screening[^12],

[^7]: OJ L 88, 4.4.2011, p. 45.
having regard to the European guidelines for quality assurance in cervical cancer screening of 7 May 2008 and to the European guidelines for quality assurance in breast cancer screening and diagnosis of 12 April 2006,

having regard to the issue paper of the Council of Europe Commissioner for Human Rights of December 2017 on women’s sexual and reproductive health and rights in Europe,

having regard to WHO’s 2017-2021 Strategy on women’s health and wellbeing in the WHO European Region and the 2016 Action Plan for Sexual and Reproductive Health: towards achieving the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development in Europe – leaving no one behind,

having regard to WHO’s Global Strategy for Women’s, Children’s and Adolescents’ Health 2016-2030,

having regard to the WHO Regional Office for Europe and BZgA’s standards for sexuality education in Europe: a framework for policy makers, educational and health authorities and specialists, and to UNESCO’s international technical guidance on sexuality education: an evidence-informed approach,

having regard to the decision of the European Committee of Social Rights of 30 March 2009 on collective complaint No 45/2007 by the International Centre for the Legal Protection of Human Rights (INTERIGHTS) vs Croatia and general comment No 15 of the UN Committee on the Rights of the Child of 17 April 2013 on the right of the child to the enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of health (art. 24), which stresses that adolescents should have access to appropriate and objective information on sexual and reproductive issues,


having regard to Rule 54 of its Rules of Procedure,

having regard to the opinion of the Committee on Development,

having regard to the report of the Committee on Women’s Rights and Gender Equality (A9-0169/2021),

A. whereas sexual and reproductive health (SRH) is a state of physical, emotional, mental and social well-being in relation to all aspects of sexuality and reproduction, not merely the absence of dysfunction, infirmity or mortality, and whereas all individuals have a right to make decisions governing their bodies\textsuperscript{13}, free from discrimination, coercion and violence, and to access SRH services that support that right and take a positive approach to sexuality and reproduction, as sexuality is an integral part of human existence;

B. whereas sexual and reproductive health and rights (SRHR) are, according to the WHO, an umbrella term for various issues affecting all persons and representing four separate areas: sexual health, sexual rights, reproductive health and reproductive rights, and they are based on the rights of all individuals to have their bodily integrity, privacy and personal autonomy respected; have their sexual orientation and gender identity fully respected; to decide whether, with whom and when to be sexually active; to have safe

sexual experiences, decide whether, when and who to marry, whether and by what means to have a child or children, and how many children; have access throughout their lifetime to the information, resources, services and support necessary to achieve all of the above free from discrimination, coercion, exploitation and violence;

C. whereas sexual and reproductive rights (SRR) are protected as human rights in international and European human rights law such as in the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, CEDAW and the European Convention on Human Rights, and constitute an essential element of comprehensive healthcare provision; whereas health rights, in particular sexual and reproductive health rights, are fundamental women’s rights which should be enhanced and cannot in any way be watered down or withdrawn; whereas the realisation of SRHR is an essential element of human dignity and is intrinsically linked to the achievement of gender equality and combating gender-based violence; whereas a person’s body, their choice, and thus their full autonomy, are what should be guaranteed;

D. whereas the European Union has direct competence to act in advancing SRHR in external action; whereas the European Union does not have direct competence to act in advancing SRHR within the Union but cooperation between Member States takes place through the open method of coordination; whereas the European Union invites, encourages and supports Member States in advancing SRHR for all;

E. whereas gender-based violence is widespread and has been exacerbated by the COVID-19 pandemic; whereas an estimated 25 per cent of women experience some form of gender-based violence in their lifetime and countless women experience sexual assault and harassment in the context of intimate partnerships and public life owing to entrenched gender stereotypes and the resulting social norms;

F. whereas violations of SRHR constitute breaches of human rights, specifically the right to life, physical and mental integrity, equality, non-discrimination, health and education, dignity, privacy and freedom from inhuman and degrading treatment; whereas violations of women’s SRHR are a form of violence against women and girls, and hinder progress towards gender equality;

G. whereas SRHR are targets in the framework of UN SDG 3, and whereas combating gender-based violence and harmful practices are targets within SDG 5;

H. whereas although the EU has some of the highest SRHR standards in the world and some Member States have implemented policies and programmes that uphold SRR, there are still challenges, a lack of access and affordability, gaps, disparities and inequalities in the realisation of SRHR, both across the EU and within Member States, based on age, sex, gender, race, ethnicity, class, religious affiliation or belief, marital status, socio-economic status, disability, HIV (or sexually transmitted infections, STIs) status, national or social origin, legal or migration status, language, sexual orientation or gender identity;

I. whereas SRHR challenges and obstacles can include, among other things, obstacles of a legal, financial, cultural and information-related nature, such as a lack of access to universal, high-quality and accessible SRHR services; a lack of comprehensive, age-

---

appropriate and evidence-based sexuality education, especially in the light of the fact that the enjoyment of SRHR for LGBTI persons may be severely hindered owing to the omission from sex education curricula of the diversity of sexual orientation; gender identity, expression and sex characteristics; a lack of available modern contraception methods; the denial of medical care based on personal beliefs; legal restrictions and practical barriers in accessing abortion services; the denial of abortion care; forced abortion; gender-based violence; gynaecological and obstetric violence; forced sterilisation, including in the context of legal gender recognition; intimidation, cruel and degrading treatment; disparities and gaps in maternal mortality rates and mental health support; increasing Caesarean section rates; a lack of access to treatment for cervical cancer; limited access to medically assisted reproduction and fertility treatments; difficulties in accessing the goods necessary for SRHR; high rates of STIs and HIV; high adolescent pregnancy rates; harmful gender stereotypes and practices such as female and intersex genital mutilation; child, early and forced marriages (CEFM) and honour killings, and so-called ‘conversion therapy’ practices which can take the form of sexual violence such as ‘corrective rape’ perpetrated against lesbian and bisexual women and girls, as well as transgender persons; and outdated or ideologically driven legal provisions limiting SRHR;

J. whereas SRH services are essential healthcare services that should be available to all and include comprehensive, evidence-based and age-appropriate sexuality and relationship education; information, confidential and unbiased counselling and services for sexual and reproductive health and well-being; information and counselling on modern contraception, as well as access to a wide range of modern contraceptives; antenatal, childbirth and postnatal care; midwifery; obstetric and newborn care; safe and legal abortion care and services, including treatment of the complications of unsafe abortion; the prevention and treatment of HIV and other STIs; services aimed at detecting, preventing and treating sexual and gender-based violence; prevention, detection and treatment for reproductive cancers, including cervical cancer; and fertility care and treatment;

K. whereas SRHR are human rights and must be upheld by EU Member States, in line with international human rights standards; whereas respect for human rights is necessary for a democracy to function; whereas human rights, democracy and the rule of law are all interdependent; whereas all these EU values must be fully respected by all EU Member States;

L. whereas sexual health is fundamental to the overall health and well-being of individuals, couples and families, in addition to the social and economic development of communities and countries, and whereas access to health, including SRH, is a human right; whereas providing some form of sexuality and health education is already mandatory in the majority of Member States;

M. whereas the WHO defines infertility as ‘a disease of the reproductive system defined by the failure to achieve a clinical pregnancy after 12 months or more of regular unprotected sexual intercourse’; whereas this definition fails to encompass the reality of lesbian and bisexual women, as well as transgender persons, in same-sex couples, or single women interested in fertility options, exacerbating the socio-legal challenges they already face in access to Assisted Reproductive Technologies (ART) as a result of the focus on countering infertility; whereas lesbian and bisexual women may be unable to
prove their ‘infertility’ and therefore be denied access to ART\(^\text{15}\);

N. whereas in certain circumstances transgender men and non-binary persons may also undergo pregnancy and should, in such cases, benefit from measures for pregnancy and birth-related care without discrimination on the basis of their gender identity;

O. whereas nobody should die in childbirth and access to evidence-based, quality and accessible maternity, pregnancy and birth-related care is a human right and must be ensured without any discrimination;

P. whereas pregnant people experience various forced and coercive medical interventions during childbirth, including physical and verbal abuse, the suturing of birth injuries without pain relief, disregard for their decisions and lack of respect for their informed consent, that may amount to violence and cruel and inhuman treatment;

Q. whereas comprehensive, evidence-based, non-discriminatory and age-appropriate sexuality education grounded in a rights-based and gender-focused approach, as specified by the UNESCO international technical guidance, facilitates responsible sexual behaviour and empowers children and young people, as it provides scientifically accurate and age-appropriate information on sexuality, addressing sexual and reproductive health issues, including, but not limited to, human development; sexual and reproductive anatomy and physiology; consent, puberty and menstruation; reproduction, modern contraception, pregnancy and childbirth; STIs; and combating gender-based violence, including harmful practices such as CEFM and female genital mutilation (FGM); whereas age-appropriate comprehensive sexuality education is key to building children’s and young peoples’ skills to form healthy, equal and safe relationships, notably by addressing gender norms, gender equality, power dynamics in relationships, consent and respect for boundaries, and contributes to achieving gender equality;

R. whereas the unavailability of scientifically accurate and evidence-based information and education violates the rights of individuals, is damaging to them in making informed choices about their own SRHR and undermines healthy approaches to gender equality;

S. whereas SRH includes menstrual hygiene and sanitation, as well as systemic and socioeconomic factors of stigmatisation and discrimination linked to menstruation; whereas period poverty, which refers to limited access to sanitary products, affects about one in 10 women in Europe, and is exacerbated by gender-biased taxation of menstrual hygiene products in the EU; whereas shame, untreated menstrual pain and discriminatory traditions lead to school drop outs and lower attendance rates of girls at school and women at work; whereas existing negative attitudes and myths surrounding menstruation influence reproductive health decisions; whereas understanding the links between menstrual hygiene and maternal morbidity, mortality and infertility, STI/HIV and cervical cancer can support early detection and save lives;

T. whereas modern contraception plays a key role in achieving gender equality and preventing unintended pregnancies, as well as in realising the right of individuals to make decisions about their family choices by proactively and responsibly planning the number, timing and spacing of their children; whereas certain methods of modern contraception also reduce the incidence of HIV/STIs; whereas access to modern contraception is still hindered by practical, financial, social and cultural barriers, including myths surrounding contraception, outdated attitudes towards female sexuality

\(^{15}\)https://www.who.int/reproductivehealth/topics/infertility/definitions/en/
and contraception, as well as a stereotypical perception of women being the only ones responsible for contraception;

U. whereas abortion laws are based on national legislation; whereas even when abortion is legally available, there are often a range of legal, quasi-legal and informal barriers to accessing it, including limited time periods and the grounds on which to access abortion; medically unwarranted waiting periods; a lack of trained and willing healthcare professionals; and the denial of medical care based on personal beliefs, biased and mandatory counselling, deliberate misinformation or third-party authorisation, medically unnecessary tests, distress requirements, the costs involved and the lack of their reimbursement;

V. whereas some Member States still have highly restrictive laws prohibiting abortion except in strictly defined circumstances, resulting in women having to seek clandestine abortions, to travel to other countries or to carry their pregnancy to term against their will, which is a violation of human rights and a form of gender-based violence affecting women’s and girls’ rights to life, physical and mental integrity, equality, non-discrimination and health, and whereas some Member States which have legalised abortion on request or on broad social grounds nonetheless continue to maintain specific criminal sanctions for abortions performed outside of the scope of the applicable legal provisions;

W. whereas several Member States are currently attempting to further limit access to SRHR through highly restrictive laws which lead to gender discrimination and negative consequences for women’s health;

X. whereas opponents of sexual and reproductive rights often instrumentalise issues, such as the national interest or demographic change, in order to undermine SRHR, thus contributing to the erosion of personal freedoms and the principles of democracy; whereas all policies addressing demographic change must be rights-based, people-centred, tailor-made and evidence-based, and must uphold sexual and reproductive rights;

Y. whereas opponents of sexual and reproductive rights and women’s autonomy have had a significant influence on national law and policy with retrogressive initiatives taken in several Member States, seeking to undermine SRHR, as noted by Parliament in its resolutions on experiencing backlash in women’s rights and gender equality in the EU and on abortion rights in Poland, and by the European Institute for Gender Equality in its report of 22 November 2019 entitled ‘Beijing +25: the fifth review of the implementation of the Beijing Platform for Action in the EU Member States’; whereas these initiatives and this backsliding obstruct the realisation of people’s rights, countries’ development and undermine European values and fundamental rights;

Z. whereas numerous reports show that, during the COVID-19 pandemic and lockdown, SRHR services were limited and/or revoked, and there was a disruption in access to essential medical services such as contraception and abortion care, HIV and STI testing, access to FGM Prevention and Awareness Centres and reproductive cancer screenings, and respectful maternal healthcare, which has had severe implications for women’s health.

fundamental right to bodily autonomy; whereas the COVID-19 pandemic has shown that there is a need to strengthen the resilience of health systems to such crises, to ensure that services related to SRHR continue to be fully available and are provided in a timely manner;

AA. whereas there is a persistent effort to instrumentalise the COVID-19 health crisis as a pretext to adopt further restrictive measures in SRHR\(^\text{18}\), leading to the reallocation of resources; whereas this has a broad and long-term negative effect on the exercise of the fundamental right to health, on gender equality and on the fight against discrimination and gender-based violence, and is putting the well-being, health and lives of women and girls at risk;

AB. whereas marginalised persons and groups, including racial, ethnic and religious minorities, migrants, people from disadvantaged socio-economic backgrounds, people without health insurance, people living in rural areas, persons with disabilities, LGBTIQ people and victims of violence, among others, often face additional barriers, intersecting discrimination and violence in accessing healthcare, as a result of laws and policies that allow coercive sexual and reproductive healthcare practices and failures to ensure reasonable accommodation in access to quality care and information; whereas there is a lack of substantive data on the issue of obstetric violence towards racialised women in Europe; whereas this discrimination leads to higher maternal mortality rates and morbidity (among black women, for example), a higher risk of abuse and violence (for women with disabilities), a lack of access to information and overall injustice and inequality in accessing SRHR services;

AC. whereas infertility and subfertility affect one in six people in Europe and are a global public health issue; whereas there is a need to reduce inequalities in access to fertility information and treatments, and to prohibit discrimination on the grounds of sex, gender, sexual orientation, health or marital status;

AD. whereas, according to the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union, the European Convention on Human Rights and the case law of the European Court of Human Rights, women’s sexual and reproductive health is related to multiple human rights, including the right to life and dignity, freedom from inhuman and degrading treatment, the right to access healthcare, the right to privacy, the right to education and the prohibition of discrimination;

AE. whereas the European Parliament addressed SRHR in its position adopted at first reading of 13 November 2020 on the Programme for the Union’s action in the field of health for the period 2021-2027 (‘EU4Health Programme’), in order to ensure timely access to the goods that are needed for the safe provision of SRHR (for example, medicines, contraceptives and medical equipment);

AF. whereas adolescents often face barriers in relation to SRHR owing to the lack of youth-friendly services;

AG. whereas the Spotlight Initiative was launched by the EU and the UN to combat violence, including sexual violence, against women and girls, and whereas one of its aims is to improve access to sexuality education and sexual and reproductive health services;

AH. whereas water, sanitation and hygiene (WASH) services are essential to sexual and

\(^{18}\) EPF and IPPF EN, op. cit., p. 8.
reproductive health, but are still too often inaccessible, particularly in remote areas;

**Forging a consensus and addressing SRHR challenges as EU challenges**

1. In accordance with the principle of subsidiarity and in line with national competences, calls on the Member States to safeguard the right of all persons, regardless of age, sex, gender, race, ethnicity, class, caste, religious affiliation and beliefs, marital or socio-economic status, disability, HIV (or STI) status, national and social origin, legal or migration status, language, sexual orientation or gender identity, to make their own informed choices with regard to SRHR, to ensure the right to bodily integrity and personal autonomy, equality and non-discrimination, and to provide the necessary means to allow everyone to enjoy SRHR;

2. Recalls the EU’s commitment to the promotion, protection and fulfilment of the right of every individual and of every woman and girl to have full control over and decide freely and responsibly on matters related to their sexuality and sexual and reproductive rights, free from discrimination, coercion and violence19;

3. Calls for the EU, its bodies and agencies to support and promote universal and full access to SRHR services within the exercise of their competences by advancing gender equality, respect for personal autonomy, accessibility, informed choice, consent and respect, non-discrimination and non-violence, and calls on the Member States to ensure access to a full range of high-quality, comprehensive and accessible SRHR, and to remove all legal, policy, financial and other barriers impeding full access to SRHR for all persons; calls, in this context, for the facilitation of regular exchanges and the promotion of good practices between Member States and stakeholders on the gender aspects of health;

4. Reaffirms that SRHR are key for gender equality, economic growth and development, child protection and the elimination of gender-based violence, human trafficking and poverty;

5. Calls on the Member States to address the persistent challenges in accessing or exercising SRHR and to ensure high-quality and accessible SRH services for all, irrespective of their socio-economic status, so that no one is left behind by being unable to exercise their right to health;

6. Acknowledges the importance of public information on SRHR; recalls that all policies relating to SRHR should be founded on reliable and objective evidence from organisations such as the WHO, other UN agencies and the Council of Europe;

7. Reaffirms the Council of Europe’s Commissioner for Human Rights call on its member states20 to guarantee sufficient budgetary provision for SRHR and ensure the availability of adequate human resources and necessary goods across all levels of the health system, in both urban and rural areas, to identify and address legal, policy and financial barriers that impede access to good quality SRH care and to integrate SRHR services into existing public health insurance, subsidisation or reimbursement schemes in order to achieve Universal Health Coverage;

---


8. Recalls the views endorsed by the Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe, which recommended that trans-specific healthcare such as hormonal treatment and surgery should be accessible and reimbursed by public health insurance schemes;

*Sexual and reproductive health as an essential component of good health*

9. Calls on the Member States to establish effective strategies and monitoring programmes that guarantee the enjoyment of and universal access to a full range of high-quality and accessible SRHR services, in line with international health standards, regardless of financial, practical and social barriers, and free from discrimination, with special consideration for marginalised groups, including but not limited to, women from ethnic, racial and religious minorities, migrant women, women from rural areas and outermost regions where geographical constraints prevent direct and immediate access to such services, women with disabilities, women without health insurance, LGBTI persons and victims of sexual and gender-based violence;

10. Stresses that equity in access, quality of care and accountability with regard to healthcare and SRHR are fundamental to respect for human rights; further emphasises that services, commodities and facilities need to be responsive to gender and life course requirements and to respect confidentiality and informed consent;

11. Urges the Commission and the Member States to systematically collect robust equality data disaggregated by various grounds including gender, age, racial and ethnic origin and sexual orientation, cultural and socio-economic background, as well as statistics on all SRHR services, on an anonymous basis, so as to detect and address possible differences in outcomes in the provision of SRH care;

12. Urges the Commission to make full use of its competence in health policy, and to provide support to Member States in guaranteeing universal access to SRHR in the framework of the EU4Health Programme for the period 2021-2027; in promoting health information and education; in strengthening national health systems and upward convergence of healthcare standards to reduce health inequalities within and between Member States; and in facilitating the exchange of best practices among Member States with regard to SRHR; calls on the Member States to progress towards universal health coverage, for which SRHR is essential, including through using, where appropriate, the EU4Health Programme and the European Social Fund Plus (ESF+);

13. Stresses the need for a positive and proactive approach to healthcare throughout the lifecycle, by ensuring universal, high-quality healthcare, supported by adequate resources; highlights that the EU can provide support to Member States for integrated and intersectional approaches to prevention, diagnosis, treatment and care, and can also support Member States’ actions to ensure access to SRH services and related medicinal products, including in the global market; calls for the enhanced use of emerging technologies for the provision of cutting-edge and emerging treatments and diagnostic methods, allowing patients to fully benefit from the digital revolution; stresses the need to fully utilise Horizon Europe and Digital Europe to further these priorities;

14. Urges the Member States to raise awareness among women of the importance of regular screenings, and to ensure that public health services provide screenings such as

---

21 Council of Europe Steering Committee for Human Rights (CDDH) Report on the implementation of Recommendation CM/Rec(2010)5 of the Committee of Ministers to member states on measures to combat discrimination on grounds of sexual orientation or gender identity, available at https://search.coe.int/cm/Pages/result_details.aspx?ObjectId=09000016809f9ba0
mammograms and mammary ultrasonographies, cytology tests and bone density scans;

15. Emphasises the importance of illness prevention through education; further stresses the importance of vaccinations in illness prevention where vaccinations exist; calls, therefore, on the Member States and on the Commission to extend the EU’s purchase of vaccines to combat COVID-19 to the purchase of the human papillomavirus (HPV) vaccine, ensuring that every person in Europe can have access to this vaccine;

16. Recalls that all medical interventions related to SRHR must be undertaken with prior, personal and fully informed consent; calls on the Member States to combat gynaecological and obstetrical violence by reinforcing procedures that guarantee respect for free and prior informed consent and protection from inhuman and degrading treatment in healthcare settings, including through the training of medical professionals; calls on the Commission to tackle this specific form of gender-based violence in its activities;

17. Is deeply concerned that women and girls with disabilities are far too often denied access to facilities in the area of sexual and reproductive health, are denied informed consent regarding the use of contraceptives and that they even face the risk of forced sterilisation; calls on the Member States to implement legislative measures that safeguard physical integrity, freedom of choice and self-determination with regard to the sexual and reproductive life of persons with disabilities;

18. Calls on Member States to prohibit and take effective measures without delay to prevent all forms of discrimination against racialised women, including ethnic segregation in health facilities, and to guarantee universal access to quality sexual and reproductive healthcare free from discrimination, coercion and abuse, and to address, remedy and prevent human rights violations affecting them;

19. Reaffirms its call on Member States to adopt legislation ensuring that intersex persons are not subjected to non-vital medical or surgical treatment during infancy or childhood, and that their right to bodily integrity, autonomy, self-determination and informed consent is fully respected;

20. Stresses the need to take into consideration specific health needs related to SRHR such as infertility, the menopause and specific reproductive cancers; calls on the Member States to provide all necessary rehabilitation services and support mechanisms, including the requisite mental and physical healthcare, to all victims of SRHR violations; calls on the Commission to provide information on the contribution of EU programmes to advancing and supporting reproductive health;

21. Recalls the decision of the European Court of Human Rights in A.P., Garçon and Nicot v. France, in which it recognised that a Member State’s requirement for sterilisation ahead of allowing legal gender recognition procedures amounted to a failure to secure the right to respect for the private life of the applicant; recalls the UN’s acknowledgement that forced sterilisation is a violation of the right to be free from torture and other cruel, inhuman, or degrading treatment or punishment; deplores the fact that sterilisation remains a sine qua non condition for access to legal gender recognition in some EU Member States; calls on the Member States to abolish the sterilisation requirement and to protect transgender persons’ right to

---

self-determination;  

22. Stresses the need to consider the impacts of environmental changes on SRHR and fertility, including but not limited to, water and air pollution, and an increase in the consumption of chemicals; asks that this be further examined through Horizon Europe and addressed through the European Green Deal; 

23. Stresses the importance of sexual and reproductive health providers in the provision of a comprehensive range of sexual and reproductive health services, including both physical and mental health; encourages the Member States to take their unique circumstances into consideration when planning the provision of healthcare overall;  

a) **Access to safe, fair and circular menstrual products for all**  

24. Urges the Member States to encourage the widespread availability of toxin-free and reusable menstrual products, in particular in large retailer outlets and pharmacies across the country (which should at least match the proportion of single-use items on sale), accompanied by awareness-raising measures on the benefits of reusable menstrual products compared to single-use ones;  

25. Stresses the negative effects of the so-called tampon tax on gender equality; calls on all Member States to eliminate the so-called care and tampon tax by making use of the flexibility introduced in the VAT Directive and applying exemptions or 0 % VAT rates to these essential basic goods;  

b) **Comprehensive sexuality education benefits young people**  

26. Urges the Member States to ensure universal access to scientifically accurate, evidence-based, age-appropriate, non-judgemental and comprehensive sexuality education and information for all primary and secondary school children, as well as children out of school, in line with the WHO standards for Sexuality Education and its Action Plan on Sexual and Reproductive Health, without discrimination on any grounds; urges the Member States to ensure comprehensive education about menstruation and its links to sexuality and fertility; calls on the Member States to establish well-developed, well-funded and accessible youth-friendly services, as well as teacher training, and the means for the proper functioning of support offices and health education centres;  

27. Stresses that SRHR education and information is one of the main instruments for achieving the commitments on the 25th anniversary of the International Conference on Population and Development (ICPD25), namely zero unmet needs for family planning, zero preventable maternal deaths and zero gender-based violence and harmful practices against women, girls and young people; emphasises that SRHR education and information can significantly contribute to reducing sexual violence and harassment, complemented through EU funding and projects enhancing cooperation and the coordination of public health policies, and the development and dissemination of good practices; stresses the importance of comprehensive and age-appropriate sexual and relationship education and sexuality information, and its importance for family planning and access to reproductive health, as well as its consequences for unintended pregnancies and SRH-related illnesses;  

28. Recalls that stereotypes and taboos surrounding menstruation remain widespread in our societies and that these can delay the diagnosis of diseases such as endometriosis which, 

---

23 European Court of Human Rights, Case of A.P., Garçon and Nicot v. France (Applications Nos 79885/12, 52471/13 and 52596/13).
in spite of affecting one in 10 women of reproductive age, of being the primary cause of women’s infertility and of causing chronic pelvic pain, takes an average of eight years to be diagnosed, and for which there is no cure; calls on the Member States to ensure comprehensive and scientifically accurate education about menstruation, to raise awareness and to launch major information campaigns on endometriosis targeting the public, healthcare professionals and legislators; calls on the Member States to ensure access to period education programmes for all children, so that menstruators can make informed choices about their periods and bodies; calls on the Member States to urgently tackle menstrual poverty by ensuring that free period products are available to anyone who needs them;

29. Calls on the Member States to combat the spread of discriminatory and unsafe misinformation on SRHR, as it endangers all persons, especially women, LGBTI persons and young people; acknowledges the part that the media, social media, public information institutions and other stakeholders play in ensuring accurate and scientifically based information, and calls on them to reject disinformation and misinformation on SRHR from their programmes, materials and activities; calls on the Member States to develop age-appropriate comprehensive sexuality and relationship education curricula, taking into account that the imparting of information should reflect the diversity of sexual orientations, gender identities, expressions and sex characteristics, so as to counter misinformation based on stereotypes or biases, and to enhance safeguards of the right to reproductive health through public health services;

c) Modern contraception as a strategy for achieving gender equality

30. Calls on the Member States to ensure universal access to a range of high-quality and accessible modern contraceptive methods and supplies, family planning counselling and information on contraception for all, to address all barriers impeding access to contraception, such as financial and social barriers, and to ensure that medical advice and consultations with healthcare professionals are available, allowing all persons to choose the contraception method that best suits them, and thereby safeguarding the fundamental right to health and the right to choice;

31. Calls on the Member States to ensure access to modern, effective and accessible contraception, taking into account success rates in the long term; calls on the Member States to recognise that this coverage should be extended to all people of reproductive age; calls on the Member States to ensure that all health services provide proper regular medical and psychological care that promotes and defends women’s lifelong SRH;

32. Recalls that Member States and public authorities have a responsibility to provide evidence-based, accurate information about contraception and to establish strategies to tackle and dispel barriers, myths, stigma and misconceptions; calls on the Member States to establish awareness-raising programmes and campaigns on modern contraceptive choices and the full range of contraceptives, and to provide high-quality modern contraceptive service delivery and counselling by healthcare professionals, including emergency contraception without prescription, in line with WHO standards, which is often denied in certain countries by doctors on the grounds of personal beliefs;

d) Safe and legal abortion care anchored in women’s health and rights

33. Reaffirms that abortion must always be a voluntary decision based on a person’s request, given of their own free will, in accordance with medical standards and
availability, accessibility, affordability and safety based on WHO guidelines and calls on the Member States to ensure universal access to safe and legal abortion, and respect for the right to freedom, privacy and the best attainable healthcare;

34. Urges the Member States to decriminalise abortion, as well as to remove and combat obstacles to legal abortion, and recalls that they have a responsibility to ensure that women have access to the rights conferred on them by law; urges the Member States to enhance the existing methods and examine new methods in delivering SRHR-related care and ways of addressing gaps in the provision of services that have come to light through COVID-19, and to do so for all, with a particular focus on the most marginalised groups; urges the Commission to promote the protection of SRHR through the next EU Health Strategy;

35. Invites the Member States to review their national legal provisions on abortion and bring them into line with international human rights standards and regional best practices by ensuring that abortion at request is legal in early pregnancy and, when needed, beyond if the pregnant person’s health or life is in danger; recalls that a total ban on abortion care or denial of abortion care is a form of gender-based violence and urges Member States to promote best practices in healthcare by establishing available SRH services at primary-care level, with referral systems in place for all required higher-level care;

36. Recognises that for personal reasons, individual medical practitioners may invoke a conscience clause; stresses, however, that an individual’s conscience clause may not interfere with a patient’s right to full access to healthcare and services; calls on the Member States and healthcare providers to take such circumstances into account in their geographical provision of healthcare services;

37. Regrets that sometimes common practice in Member States allows for medical practitioners, and on some occasions entire medical institutions, to refuse to provide health services on the basis of the so-called conscience clause, which leads to the denial of abortion care on grounds of religion or conscience, and which endangers women’s lives and rights; notes that this clause is also often used in situations where any delay could endanger the patient’s life or health;

38. Notes that this conscience clause also hinders access to prenatal screening, which is not only a violation of women’s right to information on the condition of the foetus, but also in many cases obstructs the successful treatment of a child during pregnancy or immediately afterwards; calls on the Member States to implement effective regulatory and enforcement measures that ensure that the ‘conscience’ clause does not put women’s timely access to SRH care at risk;

e) Access to fertility treatments

39. Calls on the Member States to ensure that all persons of reproductive age have access to

---


fertility treatments, regardless of their socio-economic or marital status, gender identity or sexual orientation; stresses the importance of closely examining fertility in the EU as a public health issue, and the prevalence of infertility and subfertility which are a difficult and painful reality for many families and persons; calls on the Member States to take a holistic, rights-based, inclusive and non-discriminatory approach to fertility, including measures to prevent infertility, and ensuring equality of access to services for all persons of reproductive age, and to make medically assisted reproduction available and accessible in Europe;

f) Maternity, pregnancy and birth-related care for all

40. Calls on the Member States to adopt measures to ensure access without discrimination to high-quality, accessible, evidence-based and respectful maternity, pregnancy and birth-related care for all, including midwifery, antenatal, childbirth and postnatal care, and maternal mental health support, in accordance with the current WHO standards and evidence, and consequently to reform laws, policies and practices that exclude certain groups from access to maternity, pregnancy and birth-related care, including by removing discriminatory legal and policy restrictions that apply on grounds of sexual orientation or gender identity, nationality, racial or ethnic origin and migration status;

41. Calls on the Member States to do their utmost to ensure respect for women’s rights and their dignity in childbirth, and to strongly condemn and combat physical and verbal abuse, including gynaecological and obstetric violence, as well as any other associated gender-based violence in antenatal, childbirth and postnatal care, which violate women’s human rights and may constitute forms of gender-based violence;

42. Calls on the Commission to develop common EU standards in maternity, pregnancy and birth-related care, and to facilitate the sharing of best practices among experts in the field; calls on the Member States to encourage and ensure that healthcare providers have training in women’s human rights and the principles of free and informed consent and informed choice in maternity, pregnancy and birth-related care;

43. Recalls that the WHO European region has the lowest instance of breastfeeding in the world; highlights the need for greater awareness of and information on the benefits of breastfeeding; calls on the Member States and the Commission to launch high-profile campaigns to stress the benefits of breastfeeding;

Provision of SRHR services during the COVID-19 pandemic and in all other crisis-related circumstances

44. Points out that the EU and its Member States are experiencing an economic and social crisis, in addition to the sanitary crisis; urges the Member States to consider the health impact of COVID-19 through a gender lens and to ensure the continuation of a full range of SRH services through the health systems in all circumstances, in line with international human rights standards; insists on countering any attempts to restrict SRHR during the pandemic and beyond; further calls on Member States to direct additional efforts and resources to rebuilding a health system which recognises that SRHR are essential for the health and well-being of all persons;

45. Recognises the effects that the COVID-19 pandemic has had on the supply of contraceptives and access to them, and reiterates UNFPA’s projections from April 2020, which state that some 47 million women in 114 low- and middle-income countries are expected to be unable to use modern contraceptives if the lockdown or supply chain disruptions continue for six months;
46. Urges the Member States to ensure full access to contraception during the COVID-19 pandemic and, through joint efforts, to prevent disruptions in production and supply chains; emphasises examples of good practice such as accessible contraceptives for all women below a certain age group and/or teleconsultations in accessing contraceptives;

47. Regrets that access to safe and legal abortion continues to be limited during the COVID-19 pandemic, with examples of efforts to completely ban it under the pretence of it being a lower priority service; urges the Member States to additionally implement safe, free and adjusted access to abortion during the circumstances of the COVID-19 pandemic and beyond, such as the abortion pill, and to recognise abortion care as urgent and as a medical procedure, thereby also rejecting all limitations in accessing it;

48. Stresses the negative consequences of the pandemic for maternity, pregnancy and birth-related care as health systems focus on tackling COVID-19, and emphasises that unacceptable changes are being made to the provision of pregnancy and birth-related care, which are not based on scientific evidence, WHO guidelines or the guidelines of the relevant European professional organisations, and that these changes are not proportional to the response required to the COVID-19 pandemic; urges the Member States to ensure adequate resources for quality maternity, pregnancy and birth-related care;

49. Urges the Member States to ensure full access to fertility treatments and fertility care during the COVID-19 pandemic and to prevent disruptions in offering fertility treatments, which will lead to fewer children being born from medically assisted reproduction treatments and, as a consequence, may deprive certain people completely of their right to try to have a child;

50. Calls on the Commission to address the impact of emergency circumstances such as COVID-19 on gender-specific healthcare considerations, such as access to SRHR in the EU in its health-related policy response; further calls on the Commission to recognise that SRHR are grounded in fundamental human rights and, as such, are a priority during the current health crisis and beyond, and to take all necessary measures, including by supporting actions by Member States and SRHR civil society organisations, to guarantee full access to SRHR services, keeping in mind resources such as the ESF+ and the Citizens, Equality, Rights and Values Programme;

**SRHR as pillars of gender equality, democracy and the elimination of gender-based violence**

51. Calls on the Member States to exercise their competence in SRHR by striving to fully protect, respect and fulfil human rights, specifically the right to health with regard to SRHR, and to guarantee a wide range of available, accessible, high-quality and non-discriminatory SRH services available to all without discrimination, such as treatments for fertility and for genetic diseases with gamete preservation, ensuring that the principle of non-retrogression under international human rights law is respected, including for individuals who have to travel for treatment, such as residents in remote

---


areas and the outermost regions; condemns any attempt to limit access to SRHR through restrictive laws; strongly affirms that the denial of access to SRHR is a form of gender-based violence;  

52. Calls on the Council to establish a configuration on Gender Equality bringing together ministers and secretaries of state in charge of gender equality in one dedicated forum in order to deliver common and concrete measures to address the challenges in the field of women’s rights and gender equality, including SRHR, and to ensure that gender equality issues are discussed at the highest political level;  

53. Stresses the highly damaging and diverse health consequences of gender-based violence which has been shown to have the potential to lead to severe physical and mental health consequences, including gynaecological disorders and adverse pregnancy outcomes; calls, therefore, for proper protection and adequate resources for victims of domestic violence, with an increase in resources and effective action to that end;  

54. Stresses that there are a number of links between prostitution and trafficking, and acknowledges that prostitution – both in the EU and across the globe – fuels the trafficking of vulnerable women and minors;  

55. Calls on the Commissioner for Democracy and Demography to take an evidence- and human rights-based approach to tackling demographic challenges in the EU, ensuring that every EU resident, including those residing in more remote areas, such as the outermost regions, can fully realise their SRHR, and to take special note of and confront those who instrumentalise SRHR in order to undermine EU values and the principles of democracy;  

56. Calls on the Commissioner for Health and Food Safety to facilitate and promote the protection of SRHR as a vital part of achieving the right to health, safety and gender equality; to monitor and promote the full implementation of SDG 3, including target 3.7, in the EU, using the UN global indicator framework; in partnership with the Member States, to collect systematic, comparable, disaggregated data and conduct studies to better measure gender inequalities in health and unmet needs in access to SRH services in the EU with an intersectional perspective; to promote health information and education, including on SRH; to support the upward convergence of healthcare standards and policies in order to reduce health inequalities within and between Member States and, in the light of the welcomed inclusion of SRH services in the EU4Health Programme, to support actions by the Member States and SRHR civil society organisations to achieve access to SRH services through the programme; stresses the need to boost investment in all services considerably, particularly in healthcare, in order to contribute towards the independence, equality and emancipation of women;  

57. Calls on the Commissioner for Equality to facilitate and promote the protection of SRHR and to include them in the implementation of the EU Gender Equality Strategy and the EU LGBTIQ Equality Strategy; to strongly condemn the backs sliding in women’s rights and to develop concrete measures to counter it; to recognise the intrinsic links between realising SRHR, achieving gender equality and combating gender-based violence, and to monitor and promote the full implementation of SDG 5, including target 5.6, in the EU; to successfully mainstream gender throughout all EU policies; to

support the activities of SRHR civil society organisations; to facilitate and promote the exchange of best practices between Member States and stakeholders on the gender aspects of health, including SRHR; and to facilitate synergies between EU4Health and the EU Gender Equality Strategy; stresses that the EU4Health Programme should be gender-mainstreamed, take gender bias into account and develop a gender-sensitive approach to disease awareness, screening, diagnosis and treatment; stresses further that any equality strategy should address all forms of gender-based violence, including backsliding on and violations of women’s SRHR;

58. Calls on the Commissioner for International Partnerships to uphold the European Consensus on Development and the SDGs, in particular targets 3.7, 5.6 and 16, in order to ensure that SRHR remain a development priority in all EU external activities and relations; welcomes the commitment to promoting SRHR in the new Gender Action Plan III and calls on the Commissioner for International Partnerships to propose concrete measures to fulfil this objective; emphasises the need to prioritise the removal of all barriers to accessing SRHR services in its development policy;

59. Calls on the Commissioner for Promoting our European Way of Life to ensure that the new Special Envoy for Freedom of Religion and Belief is dedicated to a human-rights based approach, thus respecting SRHR and dedicated to jointly working on guaranteeing the right to health for all, in the EU and globally, without any discrimination;

60. Calls on the Commissioner for Crisis Management to include a gender equality perspective in the EU and Member States’ humanitarian aid response, and a perspective on SRHR, as access to sexual and reproductive healthcare is a basic need for people in humanitarian settings;

61. Calls for the immediate elimination of harmful practices such as FGM and CEFM; stresses that CEFM is a human rights violation and often results in making young girls vulnerable to violence, discrimination and abuse; is extremely concerned that more than 200 million girls and women worldwide have been forced to undergo FGM, and that due to the COVID-19 pandemic, it is estimated that the delay or interruption of community outreach programmes and education on harmful practices globally will lead to two million more cases of FGM and 13 million more child marriages over the next decade compared to pre-pandemic estimates;

62. Calls for full access to physical and psychological care by interculturally sensitive and trained personnel; urges all EU countries to ratify the Istanbul Convention; calls on the Commission to examine the synergies between internal and external EU programmes to ensure a coherent long-term approach to stopping FGM both within and outside the EU; reiterates, in particular, calls to incorporate FGM prevention measures in all policy areas, especially in health, asylum, education, employment and in cooperation and human rights dialogues with third countries;

63. Recalls that some girls living in the EU are also subject to the risk of suffering FGM while visiting their countries of origin, mainly during family visits; considers it important that all Member States, including regional and local administrations, share their best practices on protocols to prevent FGM committed on girls who travel to countries or regions where FGM is widely practised; calls on all Member States which have not yet done so to enact specific criminal law on FGM in order to protect victims and prosecute this crime more effectively when it is committed outside their territories;

64. Calls for the EU to support health and family planning centres in partner countries with
a view to exchanging information, doing away with taboos surrounding menstruation, sexuality and procreation, and also fully involving young men in the fight against stereotypes and taboos; stresses the importance of improving the availability of contraceptive methods in developing countries, especially for adolescent girls who are at greater risk of complications during pregnancy; affirms that all women and girls are entitled to make their own free and informed choices with regard to their sexual and reproductive health and lives;

65. Calls for the participation of girls and women in education to be ensured, as this is an indispensable tool for the social and economic empowerment of women; calls for efforts to reduce absenteeism among girls during their periods, by improving menstrual hygiene facilities in schools, in particular WASH services, and by combating stigmatisation; stresses the need to ensure access to adequate WASH infrastructure in schools to ensure SRH, whether in relation to contraception, pregnancy, childbirth, abortion, sexually transmitted diseases or menstrual hygiene;

66. Calls for the potential of communication tools such as radio, television and the telephone, and also digital tools, including social networks and messaging services, to be harnessed to improve young people’s access to sexuality education, and, in particular, to improve their awareness of sexually transmitted diseases and the risks associated with early pregnancies; considers that this will entail addressing gender inequalities in access to digital services, as well as cyber-bullying and violence against women and girls on the internet;

67. Calls for the EU’s Gender Action Plan III (GAP III) to give greater prominence to its SRHR thematic policy area, given the tremendous impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on women and girls in developing countries; underlines the importance of strengthening the promotion of the right of every individual to have full control over, and make free and responsible decisions on, matters related to their sexuality and SRH;

68. Calls on the Member States to commit to the GAP III objectives, in particular regarding SRHR; calls for the EU and the Member States to prepare ‘country-level implementation plans’ prioritising SRHR, applying measurable indicators and including monitoring mechanisms; asks the EU delegations to prioritise actions regarding SRHR in their implementation of GAP III;

69. Calls on the EU and the Member States to secure adequate and well-targeted funding for SRHR in their development cooperation policy and in their external action instruments, such as the Neighbourhood, Development and International Cooperation Instrument; in this regard, asks the Commission, the European External Action Service and the Member States to consider SRHR as a priority in the EU programming process, including in joint programming;

70. Stresses that it is essential to ensure that development cooperation policy involves civil society organisations which are directly involved in the defence of SRHR in developing countries;

71. Believes that the EU needs to facilitate the integration of SRHR services into the national public health strategies and policies of partner countries; recalls with concern that most unmet needs for sexual and reproductive health services are among adolescents, unmarried people, LGBTIQ people, persons with disabilities, members of minorities and minority ethnic groups, and the rural and urban poor; emphasises that SRHR services should be gender-responsive, rights-based, youth-friendly and available to all, regardless of age, sex, gender identity, sexual orientation, race, social class,
religion, marital status, economic resources, national or social origin or disabilities, including in humanitarian settings during conflicts and disasters;

72. Calls on the Member States to counter discrimination in SRHR services and use an intersectional approach to make sure that women and girls (both transgender and cisgender), non-binary persons, lesbian, bisexual and intersex women have equal access to SRHR services and rights;

73. Points out that women and girls are particularly exposed to rape and sexual violence in crisis-affected areas, including in the context of conflicts, natural disasters and the consequences of climate change; calls for the EU to step up the fight against the use of rape as a weapon of war and to guarantee access to sexual and reproductive health services for rape victims;

74. Calls on the Commission to strongly condemn the backsliding in women’s rights and SRHR, and to use its full capability to strengthen its actions to counter it; calls on the Commission and the Member States to step up their political support for human rights defenders, healthcare providers working to advance SRHR, women’s rights and SRHR civil society organisations which are key actors for gender-equal societies and crucial providers of SRH services and information, particularly those working in challenging contexts in Europe, and to continuously monitor and allocate sufficient financial support accordingly, through the ongoing programmes such as the Citizens, Equality, Rights and Values Programme;

75. Calls on the Commission to implement gender budgeting throughout all the instruments of the multiannual financial framework 2021-2027, including the Citizens, Equality, Rights and Values, the ESF+ and the Neighbourhood, Development and International Cooperation Instrument;

76. Calls on the Commission to take concrete steps in protecting SRHR, starting with the establishment of an EU Special Envoy on Sexual and Reproductive Health and Rights and the addition of a designated chapter on the ‘State of play of SRHR’ in the EU Annual Report on Human Rights and Democracy;

77. Instructs its President to forward this resolution to the Council and the Commission.
EXPLANATORY STATEMENT

Sexual and reproductive health and rights (SRHR) are one of the key issues in the discussion on human rights and they are inseparable from the realisation of the fundamental right to health, as well as the achievement of gender equality and the elimination of gender-based violence.

This report comes at a crucial moment in the EU, with backlash and regression in women’s rights gaining momentum and contributing to the erosion of acquired rights and endangering the health of women. The EP expressed concerns on this issue, most recently in the Resolution on backlash against women’s rights identifying SRHR as one of the key areas that is being targeted.

Additionally, given the circumstances around the COVID-19 pandemic and the devastating consequences it will have, as well as challenges and opportunities in rebuilding Europe following this crisis, there is an urgent responsibility of institutions to address the issue of SRHR in the dialogue for a stronger, better and more connected Europe in the future. In that light, we must not ignore the fact that during the health crisis, women and girls around the world were denied access to SRH services, under the false pretence of less priority and non-urgent medical qualification. This report will aim to call upon the EU, institutions and Member States to restrain from such actions and fully acknowledge that sexual and reproductive health and rights are human rights and as such the highest standard must be attained in all circumstances – during the health crisis and beyond, without discrimination to all individuals.

Given the current situation in the EU, there is a responsibility of the EU institutions to promote and support SRHR, as well as the overall well-being, health, safety and lives of women. As stated in the EP Resolution on the criminalisation of sexual education in Poland, and according to the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights, the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR) and the case law of the European Court of Human Rights, women’s sexual and reproductive health (SRH) is related to multiple human rights and there is a responsibility of the Member States and EU institutions to guarantee high-quality SRHR. The joint EU position must be human rights-based and in line with all international human rights standards. The backlash against women’s rights have a direct influence on the de-democratisation processes in the EU, as they are coordinated by actors instrumentalising SRHR in order to achieve so called demographic objectives, thus contributing to the erosion of democracy and personal freedoms. The question of SRHR as a human rights issue is inseparable from the question of democracy as it is a framework from the people to the people which cannot be fulfilled without the highest standard of protection of human rights.

SRHR fall under the competences of Member States and as such, they have a responsibility to ensure access to a full range of SRHR services. Sexual and reproductive rights (SRR) are

recognised as human rights in international and European human rights law\textsuperscript{31} and violations of SRHR constitute breaches of human rights. All challenges related to SRHR faced within Member States constitute common European challenges. This is not only a political and a social issue for the EU but also a health issue which must combine a unified approach.

The World Health Organisation (WHO) recognises the need for a universal access to SRH as a component of the right to health\textsuperscript{32} and it reiterates the commitment made in the Programme of action of the ICPD\textsuperscript{33} to ensure universal access to SRH services. The discussion must not be whether to ensure access to SRHR but in which way to do so as to ensure universality, accessibility and affordability of a full range of SRHR services, safeguarding the right to health. This report will focus on a few key areas within SRHR, but the rapporteur emphasises that some other SRHR topics, which will not be discussed in detail do present concerns that must be addressed, possibly through separate reports (e.g. surrogacy).

According to the UN Population Fund\textsuperscript{34}, comprehensive sexuality education (CSE) is a rights-based and gender-focused approach to sexuality education. It includes scientifically accurate information about human development, anatomy and reproductive health, as well as information about contraception, childbirth and sexually transmitted infections (STIs), including HIV.

The EP Resolution on the criminalisation of sexual education in Poland\textsuperscript{35} encouraged Member States to introduce comprehensive age-appropriate sexuality and relationship education for young people in schools. This is essential for the fulfilment of SRHR and for tackling gender-based violence, sexual exploitation, abuse and unhealthy patterns of behaviour in relationships. The need for a full access to CSE in all primary and secondary schools is now most urgent than ever as there is a growing number of misinformation surrounding SRHR. One such example comes from an investigation conducted by openDemocracy which revealed that women across the world, including the EU, are being purposely misinformed in order to prevent their access to abortion.\textsuperscript{36} This puts women’s lives at risks and obstructs their right to an informed choice, but also derogates from the basic principles of democracy and the right to freedom and information. In addition to tackling the growing number of deliberate misinformation campaigns and efforts, CSE also represents one of the tools for tackling gender-based violence.

Contraception enables people to make informed choices about their SRH and according to the WHO\textsuperscript{37} the use of modern contraceptives in 2017 prevented an estimated 308 million unintended pregnancies. The situation across Europe shows that there is still a need for improvement, with the crucial area being the ensuring of access to all\textsuperscript{38}. In the last years, most
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\item \textsuperscript{31} See Women’s sexual and reproductive health and rights in Europe, Council of Europe Commissioner for Human Rights, Council of Europe, December 2017, \url{https://www.coe.int/en/web/commissioner/women-s-sexual-and-reproductive-rights-in-europe}
\item \textsuperscript{32} \url{https://apps.who.int/iris/bitstream/handle/10665/331113/WHO-SRH-20.1-eng.pdf?ua=1}
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attention has been focussed on HIV/AIDS, while funding for both family planning and reproductive health has decreased. This is dangerous and could lead to serious consequences\textsuperscript{39}. Access to modern contraceptive methods are a part of the fundamental right to health and as such must be available to all persons of reproductive age.

According to the Centre for Reproductive Rights\textsuperscript{40} \textasciitilde 59\% of women of reproductive age live in countries that broadly allow abortion and 41\% of women live under restrictive laws. In the EU, only one Member State does not allow abortion under any circumstances (Malta) and one allows it only under very narrow circumstances with highly restrictive tendencies (Poland). What worries and urges a strong response from the EU is the evident backlash in women’s rights, with the right to a safe and legal abortion being one of the key targets in these attacks. The restriction of abortion has grave consequences. WHO estimates that 25 million unsafe abortions take place each year and they often have fatal consequences. Legal restrictions on abortion do not result in fewer abortions, instead they compel women to risk their lives and health by seeking out unsafe abortion care. According to the Guttmacher Institute, the abortion rate is 37 per 1,000 people in countries that prohibit abortion altogether or allow it only in instances to save a woman’s life, and 34 per 1,000 people in countries that broadly allow for abortion. This is a difference that is not statistically significant.\textsuperscript{41} In the EU, this often results in women traveling to other Member States seeking abortion, thus endangering their health and life.

Even when legally available, there are barriers in the access to abortion. This leads to the violation of SRHR, but also to inequalities in achieving women’s rights across the EU. One of the most problematic barriers is the denial of medical care based on personal beliefs, where medical professionals often do not perform abortions, calling upon their personal beliefs. This not only denies women of their right to health and medical procedures, but also raises the question of public referral systems. According to the EP Study on Implications of Conscientious Objection on SRHR\textsuperscript{42} national legislation often allows for health care professionals to opt out of providing goods and services to which they are morally opposed, including performing abortions or prescribing, selling or advising on contraceptive methods through ‘the refusal to participate in an activity that an individual considers incompatible with his/her religious, moral, philosophical or ethical beliefs. Moving forward it should be addressed as denial of medical care rather than the so-called conscientious objection. A large number of Member States (20+) provide for the right to the so-called conscientious objection, which is also recognised by UN instruments and the European Convention on Human Rights. Notably, this is not an absolute right and the ECtHR has held that it should not be used to block the access to services to which they are legally entitled. In practice, this is exactly what happens on a daily basis across the EU – women do not have access to their legally granted right to abortion as the medical staff denies them of that medical care, with public hospitals not putting public referral systems in place. This is an evident and multidimensional violation and practical denial of exercising an already achieved legal right.

An evidence-based and high-quality maternity care is one of the key topics within this report.

\textsuperscript{39} https://www.epfweb.org/node/110
\textsuperscript{40} https://reproductiverights.org/worldabortionlaws
\textsuperscript{41} https://www.amnesty.org/en/what-we-do/sexual-and-reproductive-rights/abortion-facts/
The WHO issued a recommendation for a respectful maternity care which means care organised for and provided to all women in a manner that maintains their dignity, privacy and confidentiality, ensures freedom from harm and mistreatment, and enables informed choice and continuous support during labour and childbirth. Maternal mortality is an ongoing problem especially for minority and vulnerable groups, and in situations where complications arise during labour, the risk of serious morbidity and death increases. Over a third of maternal deaths are attributed to complications that arise during labour, childbirth or the immediate postpartum period\(^4^3\). This speaks on the fact that with quality maternity care for all, such risks may be prevented. It is a human right to have access to health services as well as to be free from inhumane and degrading treatment and both fall under the narrowest scope of SRHR services. There is also a growing number of reports emerging on the violence women experience during facility-based childbirth and in medical procedures in antenatal, childbirth and postnatal care, as well as generally experiencing gynaecological and obstetric violence which must be addressed.

This report will give a broad input into the state of SRHR across the EU and the aim is to reaffirm the commitment of the EU to the protection of human rights, with a reference to the right to health, physical and mental integrity, equality, non-discrimination, health, education. It reaffirms that violations or denial of access to SRHR constitute breaches of human rights and gender-based violence and as such are a European challenge which must be addressed, not deviating from all those values and principles that the European Union is formed upon, as democracy, equality and non-violence.

MINORITY POSITION
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pursuant to Rule 55(4) of the Rules of Procedure
Margarita de la Pisa Carrión and Jadwiga Wiśniewska

This report has no legal or formal rigour.

It goes beyond its remit in addressing issues such as health, sexual education and reproduction, as well as abortion and education, which are legislative powers belonging to the Member States.

It treats abortion as a purported human right that does not exist in international law. This is a breach of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the main binding Treaties, as well as of the case-law of the European Court of Human Rights and the Court of Justice of the European Union.

It speaks out against conscientious objection on the part of healthcare professionals.

It shows that human rights – which are universal and immutable – are being subjected to ideological manipulation, with international influence undermining the sovereignty of nations and affecting their laws.

It undermines the freedom, equality and dignity of women, going against their nature by separating their identity from their biological sex.

Through the ideological gender agenda, the report portrays women as isolated and victimised. It dissociates health from Life and prioritises a subjective well-being that encourages women to turn their backs on fertility and motherhood.

The 154 amendments tabled against the text seek to defend women’s dignity by ensuring absolute respect for Life and natural law as the basis and guarantee for the exercise of women’s own freedom and human rights.
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for the Committee on Women’s Rights and Gender Equality

on the situation of sexual and reproductive health and rights in the EU, in the frame of women’s health (2020/2215(INI))

Rapporteur for opinion: Pierrette Herzberger-Fofana

SUGGESTIONS

The Committee on Development calls on the Committee on Women’s Rights and Gender Equality, as the committee responsible, to incorporate the following suggestions into its motion for a resolution:

A. whereas the pandemic and lockdown measures are disrupting access to education and healthcare; whereas they have therefore made access to contraception and sexuality education even more difficult, leaving women and girls more exposed to the risk of unwanted and early pregnancies, as well as female genital mutilation (FGM) and domestic violence;

B. whereas the Spotlight Initiative was launched by the EU and the UN to combat violence, including sexual violence, against women and girls, and whereas one of its aims is to improve access to sexuality education and sexual and reproductive health services;

C. whereas early pregnancies can give rise to serious complications and are one of the main causes of death among girls;

D. whereas water, sanitation and hygiene (WASH) services are essential to sexual and reproductive health, but are still too often inaccessible, particularly in remote areas;

E. whereas sexual and reproductive health and rights (SRHR) services are essential healthcare services that should be available to all and include, inter alia: comprehensive sexuality education (CSE) and information, confidential and unbiased counselling and services for sexual and reproductive health and well-being; counselling and access to a wide range of modern contraceptives; antenatal, childbirth and postnatal care; midwifery; obstetric and newborn care; safe and legal abortion services and care, and post-abortion care including treatment of complications of unsafe abortion; the prevention and treatment of HIV and other STIs; services aimed at detecting, preventing and treating sexual and gender-based violence; prevention, detection and treatment for
reproductive cancers, especially cervical cancer; and fertility care and fertility treatment;

1. Expresses its concern about the rise of extremist discourse that is threatening the upholding of SRHR both within and outside the EU; reaffirms that SRHR are grounded in human rights, are fundamental elements of human dignity, are essential to women retaining control over their own bodies, and remain crucial to achieving gender equality, women’s empowerment and universal health coverage; calls on the EU to guarantee universal respect for and access to SRHR, and the full and effective implementation of the Programme of Action of the International Conference on Population and Development, the Beijing Declaration and Platform for Action, and the outcome documents of the review conferences thereof, thereby acknowledging that they contribute to the achievement of all the health-related UN Sustainable Development Goals (UN SDGs);

2. Notes that women’s economic and social empowerment, including their access to education, health and employment, is crucial for sustainable development and growth;

3. Calls on the Member States to ensure that the COVID-19 pandemic does not affect the right of all individuals to SRHR services, to make sure that these services are secured through public health systems, and to combat all attempts to use the pandemic as a pretext to further restrict SRHR;

4. Calls for the immediate elimination of harmful practices such as FGM and early and forced child marriage; stresses that early and forced child marriage is a human rights violation and often results in making young girls vulnerable to violence, discrimination and abuse; is extremely concerned that more than 200 million girls and women worldwide have been forced to undergo FGM, and that due to the COVID-19 pandemic, it is estimated that the delay or interruption of community outreach programmes and education on harmful practices globally will lead to two million more cases of FGM and 13 million more child marriages over the next decade compared to pre-pandemic estimates;

5. Recalls that FGM is internationally recognised as a human rights violation, and that estimates show there are 125 million victims worldwide and 500,000 victims in the EU alone; calls for improvements in data collection and assistance to the World Health Organisation (WHO), NGOs and other organisations active in the elimination of FGM; calls for far-reaching efficient education and information campaigns on the elimination of the FGM within and outside the EU;

6. Calls for full access to physical and psychological care by interculturally sensitive and trained personnel; urges all EU countries to ratify the Council of Europe Convention on preventing and combating violence against women and domestic violence; calls on the Commission to examine the synergies between internal and external EU programmes to ensure a coherent long-term approach to stopping FGM both within and outside the EU; reiterates, in particular, calls to incorporate FGM prevention measures in all policy areas, especially in health, asylum, education, employment and in cooperation and human rights dialogues with third countries;

7. Recalls that some girls living in the EU are also subject to the risk of suffering FGM while visiting their countries of origin, mainly during family visits; considers it
important that all Member States, including regional and local administrations, share their best practices on protocols to prevent FGM committed on girls that travel to countries or regions where FGM is widely practised; calls on all Member States who have not yet done so to enact specific criminal law on FGM in order to protect victims and prosecute this crime more effectively when it is committed outside their territories;

8. Calls for zero tolerance of sexual and gender-based violence, including trafficking, FGM and child, early and forced marriage, forced abortion, sex-selective abortion, sexual and reproductive exploitation, and sexual enslavement through religious coercion;

9. Condemns any violations of SRHR, including failures to provide and to guarantee in practice access to CSE, family planning services, maternal healthcare, safe and legal abortion services and accurate and objective information about SRHR; calls for the realisation of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development and the UN SDGs on health (goal 3), education (goal 4) and gender equality and women’s empowerment (goal 5);

10. Calls on the EU to support health and family planning centres in partner countries with a view to exchanging information, doing away with taboos surrounding menstruation, sexuality and procreation, and also fully involving young men in the fight against stereotypes and taboos; stresses the importance of improving the availability of contraceptive methods in developing countries, especially for adolescent girls who are at greater risk of complications during pregnancy; affirms that all women and girls are entitled to make their own free and informed choices with regard to their sexual and reproductive health and lives;

11. Recalls that the quality of maternal healthcare is an important indication of the development of a country; believes that development cooperation should help partner countries to uphold the right to health in the context of pregnancy and childbirth through the establishment of decent maternal health services that effectively decrease infant mortality, as well as deaths related to complications during childbirth;

12. Insists that CSE programmes are important as they provide age-appropriate information about puberty, the menstrual cycle, pregnancy and childbirth, in particular contraception and the prevention of sexually transmitted diseases; calls for CSE programmes to also address interpersonal relationships, sexual orientation, gender equality, gender norms, unequal power dynamics in relationships, coercion, violence, respect for one’s own and others’ boundaries, consent and self-esteem; underlines that CSE programmes help prevent early pregnancy and marriage, which lead to girls dropping out of school and being excluded from the labour market, and stresses that these programmes should be made as inclusive as possible; calls for increased efforts to enable girls who become mothers to return to school and complete their education; stresses the need to combat the stigmatisation of these girls;

13. Calls for the participation of girls and women in education to be ensured, as this is an indispensable tool for the social and economic empowerment of women; calls for efforts to reduce absenteeism among girls during their periods, by improving menstrual hygiene facilities in schools, in particular WASH services, and by combating stigmatisation; stresses the need to ensure access to adequate WASH infrastructure in
14. Recalls that the COVID-19 pandemic and lockdown have led to school closures, the isolation of women and girls, rising numbers of significantly abusive relationships, cases of physical violence, early pregnancy and marriage, and limitations on access to support and health services; calls for the EU to foster CSE, family planning services and maternal healthcare as a strategic axe of its support for healthcare and social systems in partner countries, as part of its global response to COVID-19; recalls the role of non-governmental organisations, including women-related organisations, as service providers and advocates for SRHR, and stresses that they should be supported by the EU, both financially and politically;

15. Calls for the potential of communication tools such as radio, television and the telephone, and also digital tools, including social networks and messaging services, to be exploited to improve young people’s access to sexuality education, and in particular to improve their awareness of sexually transmitted diseases and the risks associated with early pregnancies; considers that this will entail addressing gender inequalities in access to digital services, as well as cyber-bullying and violence against women and girls on the internet;

16. Recalls that safe and legal abortion care is anchored in women’s and adolescent girls’ health and rights; warns about the worrying backlash on women’s rights over their bodies both in developing countries and the EU; recalls that, according to data reported by the WHO, approximately 45% of all abortions carried out worldwide between 2010 and 2014 were unsafe, almost all of which took place in developing countries, around seven million women are admitted to hospitals every year in developing countries as a result of unsafe abortion, and almost every abortion-related death and disability could be prevented through sexuality education, use of effective contraception, provision of safe and legal induced abortion, and timely care in the event of complications; calls for the removal of barriers to access to safe abortion, such as restrictive laws, poor availability of services, high costs and stigma; recalls that every country analysed by the 2019 Contraception Atlas needs to do more to improve access to information and contraceptive supplies so that people have a choice over their reproductive lives; stresses the need for the full implementation of the Maputo Protocol, especially Article 14 thereof, and the Beijing Declaration and the Platform for Action;

17. Calls for the EU’s Gender Action Plan III (GAP III) to give more prominence to its SRHR thematic policy area given the tremendous impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on women and girls in developing countries; underlines the importance of strengthening the promotion of the right of every individual to have full control over, and make free and responsible decisions on, matters related to their sexuality and sexual and reproductive health;

18. Calls on the Member States to commit to the GAP III objectives, in particular regarding SRHR, in their Council conclusions; calls on the EU and the Member States to prepare ‘country-level implementation plans’ prioritising SRHR, applying measurable indicators and including monitoring mechanisms; asks the EU delegations to prioritise actions regarding SRHR in their implementation of GAP III;
19. Notes that regional and local administrations, in their role as administrations closest to residents and civil society, can play a key role in ensuring that no one is left behind during the implementation of the SRHR thematic policy of GAP III; believes that in order to ensure that no one is left behind, the SRHR thematic policy area of GAP III should ensure that no woman or girl is discriminated because she belongs to a particular social class, ethnicity, religion, race or disability group, or because of her sexual orientation;

20. Calls on the EU and the Member States to secure adequate and well-targeted funding for SRHR in their development cooperation policy and in their external action instruments, such as the Neighbourhood, Development and International Cooperation Instrument; in this regard, asks the Commission, the European External Action Service and the Member States to consider SRHR as a priority in the EU programming process, including in joint programming;

21. Stresses that it is essential to ensure that development cooperation policy involves civil society organisations which are directly implicated in the defence of SRHR in developing countries; requests the inclusion of a gender-equality perspective in the EU and Member States’ humanitarian aid response, as well as a perspective on SRHR, as access to sexual and reproductive healthcare is a basic need for people in humanitarian settings;

22. Believes that the EU needs to facilitate the integration of SRHR services into national public health strategies and policies of partner countries; recalls with concern that most unmet needs for sexual and reproductive health services are among adolescents, unmarried people, LGBTIQ people, persons with disabilities, members of minorities and minority ethnic groups, and the rural and urban poor; emphasises that SRHR services should be gender-responsive, rights-based, youth-friendly and available to all, regardless of age, sex, gender identity, sexual orientation, race, social class, religion, marital status, economic resources, national or social origin or disabilities, including in humanitarian settings during conflicts and disasters;

23. Points out that in sub-Saharan Africa, women are more likely to be infected with HIV, making them even more vulnerable to cervical cancer; stresses the need to include a gender dimension in public health policies and awareness-raising campaigns, in order to take proper account of diseases that particularly affect women and girls;

24. Calls on the Member States to counter discrimination in SRHR services and use an intersectional approach to make sure that women and girls (both trans and cisgender), non-binary persons, lesbian, bisexual and intersex women have equal access to SRHR services and rights;

25. Calls on the Member States to work towards an EU-wide and global ban on so-called conversion therapy, as it is a harmful practice that violates the fundamental rights of LGBTIQ women and girls;

26. Points out that women and girls are particularly exposed to rape and sexual violence in crisis-affected areas, including in the context of conflicts, natural disasters and the consequences of climate change; calls on the EU to step up the fight against the use of rape as a weapon of war and to guarantee access to sexual and reproductive health services for rape victims;
27. Reiterates its call on both parties of the new agreement between the EU and the Organisation of African, Caribbean and Pacific States (OACPS), as well as on both parties of the EU-Africa Strategy and both parties of the EU-Latin American Strategic Partnership, to commit to the promotion, protection and fulfilment of SRHR free from discrimination, coercion and violence and to the full implementation of the International Conference on Population and Development’s Programme of Action and the outcomes of its review conferences; calls on the Commission to take into account SRHR when negotiating and enforcing human rights clauses in trade agreements;

28. Recalls that asylum seekers and refugees are too often victims of human trafficking, sexual violence and forced prostitution; points out that asylum seekers and refugees have more problems accessing maternal care, contraceptive methods, safe abortion and services to prevent sexually transmitted diseases; insists that effective access to SRHR for these populations is critical for their survival;

29. Calls for women to be empowered to fully avail of their human and legal rights, including access to legal status, for example through birth registration, property inheritance rights for women and girls, and access to land, capital and micro-financing; stresses that such economic empowerment can impact positively on their capability to fully exercise their rights in all domains.
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